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Council's bluestone laneways 

presented by David Wixted, principal heritage ALLIANCE 
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Purpose 

Assist Moreland City Council (MCC) in understanding the heritage of its bluestone laneways 

Moreland City Council has one of the largest and oldest networks of bluestone laneways in 
Victoria 

Examine the issues relating to what makes a heritage laneway. 

Level of signi ficance of bluestone laneways within the municipality. 

Grade ind ividua l laneways and thus determine an appropriate action for future maintenance 
dependent on the laneway's level of significance. 
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Background 

• Historic Significance 
alilaneways are historic, but are they capable of interpreting that historic connection. Some 
lanes visually disconnected from their surrounds. Some surrounding areas have been subject 
to change. Are some historic connections more important than others e.g. on the 
boundaries between two areas of subdivisions of differing dates. 

• Aesthetic Significance 
How are lanes seen, what is their aesthetic contribution, which lanes are more visually 
pleasing? Where do you see the lane from? (from the public domain or is it hidden) 

• Technical Significance 
Were some lanes technically challenging to construct? Are there any lanes with unusual 
characteristics? 

• Interpretation 
Can the lanes be part of the interpretation of heritage in the immediate area, can the 
surrounding be seen, is the area high in building stock of the. period? 
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Methodology 
lANEWA Y STUDY MORELAND CITY COUNCIL 
Date of vis~: 

LOCATION INFO 

Stfu-b. _R., 
Border HO area (if any): Moreland Planning Scheme Map ret 

STREETS SERVICED 
North, SolAh: 

East West: 

laneway direction (oorth-soolh I east-west)" 

LANEWAY CONDITION 

Approx. Ieng1h: Pw"oJ(. oMdth: 

Surlare: Conditioo (poor, fair, good): 

Garages I lo~ ets o~er facililies: /I(>prox. dale I subdMsioo served: 

Other noles (eg level of visibi lity): Photo Numbers: 

PRIMARY CONTRIBUTION 

A: Historical B: UI'ICOIllIOOl"l, rare, el'ldangered C: PolentiailO ~Id info 0: import for demo principal 
characteristics E: Aesthetics F: high degree leoonical G: Associa!ion with community gto~, spiritual 
reasons H: Associalion with person. 

SECONDARY CONTRIBUTION 
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Bluestone laneways Study 

CRITERIA 
• Age, associated 

subdivisions 
• Complexity in form 
• Not with in a heritage 

overlay area 

Bluestone Laneways Study 



Outcomes 

• 

• 

Summary of visits: 
moderate number of sites looked at < 100 (many were similar) 
20 chosen off historic maps, 17 were then more closely viewed and of these 
12 are reported on 

Grading bluestone laneways issues 
,/' "-0 r eoJ-
eb-~G<... 

Many lanes similar in arrangement, many with topographical differences only 
Some differences in width but noticeable differences in length 

or- (~vJCU J 
Noticeable differences in surroundings, i. e. original residential, new residential buildings, 
changing industrial to residential, post war 20th C industrial. Noticeable 'building out' of 
residential blocks with wall to wall development 

{ L +- ock cJf-.-

• Defining lanes with heritage significance 
High historic values eg overlap of two areas of subdivisions, early lane areas particularly 
along south edge of municipality, high concentration of original houses 
High visibility often as a connection path 
Slightly unusual configuration 

f/-O 
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Outcomes 
Reviewing bluestone laneways: 

HOW IS THE BLUESTONE LANEWAY SIGNIFICANT? 
Historica lly, aesthetica lly, of a rare or representative nature, socia lly or technically? 

WHAT IS SIGNIFICANT ABOUT THE BLUESTONE LANEWAV? 
Historic Nature 
1. Is it in an area where bluestone lanes were t he common form of construction (ie most of t he areas below Bell 5t Coburg). 
2. Is It associated wit h one area of subdivision or at the intersection of two or more? 
3. Does the immediate surround still contain a high level of t he original bu ilding stock? 
Rarity or representativeness 
4. Is it unique f rom the general character of ot her bluestone lanewavs? 

('General character' is straight, 2.S·3m wide, single spoon drain, with no flag stones along side boundaries) 
5. Is It made complex by a group of intersections-or-<loes It form part of a network of laneways or streets? 
Condition or completeness . 
6. Is it f ree from evidence of out of character repairs or alterat ions? 
7. Is It In good conditlo fl and without undue undu lations? 
8. Does it still service original paths of t ravel? 

lones with bollords still ollow original path of travel, only by loot and bike. 
Interpretive capacity 
9. Is it predominate ly surrounded by low scale development with period houses, backyards and/or fences of a moderate scale either side? 
10. Does It help to interpret aspects of its place or context? 

£g: Does the laneway foil within an orea that was onc:;e residential and is now Industrial or commercial? 
11. Is it easily visible from the public domain (either partially or fully)? 
Associated issues: Potential for social interaction 
12. Is It in a res l den~la l zone where there is a population of permanent users? 
13. Is it used frequently bv ca rs, bike riders or pedestrians? 
14. Has the laneway had developers put in repair contribut ions and/or have new build ings t hat open onto the lane? 
15. Is t he laneway being activated by other uses - such as ga llery spaces or outdoor eating areas? 
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Outcomes 
Ranking bluestone laneways (Class A) 

CLASS 

Class A: 
Bluestone 
laneways that 
are candidates 

for full 
retention. 

18 Sep 2012 

QUALIFICATIONS 

Bluestone laneways that answer 'YES' to 9 or more 
questions. Especia lly those that: 

are substantially intact; 
are associated with a heritage overlay area; 

are made complex by a group of intersections; 

are surrounded by low scale development with 
period houses either side and backyards and 
fe nces are of modest sca le; 
are easily visible In the public domain (some 
long lanes in single runs) and contribute to the 
aesthetic of the surrounding area; 
are relatively flat and do not severely undulate 

due to settlement, tree-root growth or heavy 
usage associated with surrounded properties; 
have had developers put in repair contributions 

and new buildings that open onto the lane. 

POLICY 

Bluestone laneways that abut heritage overlay areas 
but are not fully within the HO to be protected (or 

have the HO extended to cover them); 

100% retention of Class A bluestone laneways that are 

smaller than 3m wide; 

80% retention of Class A bluestone laneways that are 

larger than 3m wide. Removal of bluestone limited to 

introducing asphalt paths for pedestrian o r bike 

access; 

laneway at Murdock to Cassells Street, North 

Brunswick 

Moreland City Council Bluestone Laneways Study 
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Outcomes 
Ranking bluestone laneways (Class B) 

CLASS 

Class B: 

Bluestone 
laneways that 

are ca ndidates 
for partial 

retent ion. 

18 Sep 2012 

QUALIFICATIONS 

Bluestone laneways that answe r 'YES' to between 6 

and ~ questions. 

POLICY 

At a minimum, 20% retent ion of bluestone with the 
remainder of the laneway to be completed in asphalt. 

Above: 
where bluestone pitcher spoon drain is retained and 

flanked with ashpalth. 

Where laneway has an inlet to a side street, retain 

inlet fully. 
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Outcomes 
Ranking bluestone laneways (Class C) 

CLASS 

Class C: 
Bluestone 
laneways that 
are candidates 
for non
retention. 

Demolit ion 
permitted 
subsequent to 
a photographic 
record being 
made of the 
laneway. 

18 Sep 2012 

QUALIFICATIONS 

Bluestone laneways that answer 'YES' to be tween 0 
and 5 quest ions. Especia lly those that: 

are already substantially broke n up with asphalt, 
gravel, concrete fillings; 

have no visual connect ion with the immediate 
surrounding buildings (Industrial areas, large 
garages backed directly onto t he I ~ne); 

have a substantive portion of buildings opening 
onto the lane are not of the same period · eg 
recent double and triple storey housing (unless 
developer contribution pays for repair). 

POLICY 

Class C bluestone laneways are ca ndidates for non~ 

retention. 

Consideration should be given to retention of an 
apro n of stone the n asphaltlng. 

The example below Is a laneway between Gordon and 
Bruce Streets (off Reynard) Coburg t hat would be a 
candidate for Class Cranking . . 

West. 

Moreland City Council Bluestone Laneways Study 
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Anticipated lane retention 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

High % Lanes below Bell St, east of Melville Rd 

Highly visible lanes, inlet segments & short visible 
lanes, mid-block short cuts 

Joiner lanes, lanes between period sub-divisions. 

Residential areas with high proport ion of period 
housing 

Unusual layouts, lanes of technical interest 
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Recommendations 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Heritage overlay areas be extended to include any bluestone laneways that directly 
adjoin. 

That an extensive and detailed survey be conducted of alilaneways within some 
areas of Moreland City Council. Priority should be given to MAPS 8, 10, 11, 12 13, 
14 and IS where the majority of bluestone laneways are located . Alreadyactioned 

Rank laneways: A, B or C. 

Bluestone should not be replaced in white concrete, asphalt or tinted concrete are 
more appropriate. 

Activate laneways. 

Develop guidelines in regard to new developments that abut laneways. 
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Example 'A class' 
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Example '8 class' 
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Example 'e class' 
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Exa m pie fa question of direction' 
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Example: renewal 
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Harnessing External Expertise 

Some Suggested Sources of Information 

At the first meeting of the CWG, the meeting schedule outlined to community representatives 

focussed on data and information Council had developed and gathered regarding: 

o the process of coming up with the ROW poHcy; and 

o the findings of respective heritage and disability access reports prepared by Council's 

consultants prior to the CWG meetings. 

From the outset, members of the CWG were assured that there would be scope for them to draw on 

additional expertise once the set agenda had been progressed. 

Accordingly, Australia's world authority on the cultural significance perspective of heritage, 

Professor Miles Lewis, was suggested by various members of the CWG as an important contributor 

to the issue. His presentation was greatly valued by many members of the group, although due to 

the extra scheduling required, and the close timing to Christmas, some were unable to attend. 

Given the lack of consensus within the CWG about the need to broaden the debate around the issue 

of bluestone ROW's and time constraints placed on the CWG by limited staff resources, it became 

difficult to make time for further expert input. However, with the blessing of the CWG (at its 

meeting on December 18, 2012), including from its secretariat, Nerina Diorenzo and Olivia Wright I 

have sought to identify external experts who might make useful inputs to the debate around the 

bluestone ROW issue. I have sought out other interested CWG members to accompany me when 

possible, to involve a broader CWG representation. It was agreed that, while the CWG might not 

have time to consider the views of these experts, relevant Council staff might hold discussions with 

them prior to the writing of the report. 

Accordingly, meetings have been held with the following people. 

Peter Vttrup 

Barbara Moss, Rosemary Ryall and I met with Peter Yttrup, a Geelong-based consultant in the field 

of structural, civil, geotechnical and foundation engineering (details attached). He argues that 

cobbled paving of which traditionally-laid bluestone pitches are one type, have a life expectancy of 

over 100 years and that no paving system in Australia has lasted as well. He gave the example of 

cobblestones in Copenhagen, which have lasted for over 300 years. 

He believes that, given the soil structure of most of the City of Moreland, based as it is on basaltic . 

clay, ground movements are common and that this makes laneways constructed of bluestone 

pitches a most suitable paving method. He drew particular attention to the fact that movement 

between pitches is important to provide the necessary movement on Moreland's basaltic clays. 

Concrete, by contrast, while having a life expectancy of only 25 years does not cope well with the 

reactive base on which it is laid, is subject to uneven stresses (in our area we can expect movements 



of 50 to 100 mms) that frequently cause cracking and trip hazards and is also subject, when 

completed, to staining through oil and other liquids and chewing gum. 

He has conducted a most interesting study demonstrating that trip hazards are worse in areas where 

they are not expected (e.g. otherwise smooth surfaces such as concrete) and that people tend not to 

fall on rough surfaces since the brain prepares the walker to cope with it. He indicated that there is 

an Australian standard dealing with this. 

He argues that bluestone pitches laid on a granular (crushed rock) base also have the advantage of 

addressing Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) by allowing some storm water run-off to filter 

through the ground. While he indicated that only part of the run-off will permeate clay-based sub 

surfaces, it is more than is usually thought since the underlying clay is imperfect and also cracks and 

fissures allows filtration. He suggested that we talk to Professor Rob Skinner about this since he is 

expert in WSUD. 

He indicated that it is also important to consider the water environment in times of drought. He 

talked of the 'water vapour' within the sub soil which is drawn up in times of drought. He said that 

bluestone pitches cope well with this, but concrete rises under the pressure and is subject to 

cracking since the pressure is uneven. He also stressed that it is important to consider the moisture 

environment in terms of the whole area e.g. including drainage treatments and adjoining trees and 

that policy should be informed in the context of Australia's dry climatic conditions, not those of the 

northern hemisphere. 

He made the point that concrete is subject to staining from oil, chewing gum and other pollutants. In 

a way that bluestone is not. He also does not believe that cutting pitches in half is a good idea since 

it would reduce the stability of the paving. 

He made the point that repairs to bluestone laneways laid in concrete would be much more 

expensive than repairs to traditionally-laid laneways. 

James Chari wood 

Barbara Moss and I met with James Charlwood of Cathedral Stone. James is a master stonemason 

(eV attached) who, while not claiming to be expert in bluestone ROW treatments is nevertheless 

passionate about the retention of bluestone laneways and had some useful suggestions, based on 

personal experience, on how their maintenance might be approached. 

Mr Charlwood believed it is important to retain as many of Moreland's bluestone ROW's as possible 

since they have strong cultural and heritage value for the communities of which they form part. He 

believes that we should recognise the following: 

• Victoria's Western Plains are situated on the second largest basalt plateau in the world, 

the area being a dormant volcanic region. 

• Moreland is home to the largest and oldest network of bluestone laneways in Victoria. 



• The use of bluestone is an important aspect of Moreland's history, having been quarried 

within the area and widely used as a building material within Moreland and around 

Melbourne and beyond. 

• The use of bluestone can be traced back through epochs of social activity. 

o It was used by Aboriginal communities for centuries before European 

settlement. 

o It was used by early settlers - collecting field stones and building dry stone 

structures. 

o There was a gradual refinement of its use as stone was quarried from greater 

depth. Major Moreland building such as Pentridge gaol were built from such 

deep quarried bluestone. 

o Sophisticated quarrying, including diamond cutting, led to its more refined use 

e.g. in the City of Melbourne's bluestone paving and on structures such as the 

National Gallery of Victoria. 

The use of bluestone as a uniquely local stone defines Melbourne generally and Moreland in 

particular and epitomises what Melbourne was and has become. It resonates in Melbourne built 

culture. It follows that this unique network of bluestone laneways should be afforded cultural and 

heritage significance as a whole and conserved as a central part of Moreland's character. 

Mr Charlwood challenged the claim that costs should be greater for repairing bluestone laneways 

than they would be in replacing them with concrete. He said that laneways tell a story and that it is 

important to retain their historical significance. Every attempt should be made to retain the 

character of the laneway and that this should be part of the specification for repairs. He said that 

pitches should not be removed from the laneway, but that repairs should be carried out within the 

area in a step-by-step way, repairing small sections at a time. Individual pitches should be replaced 

where they were originally. He conceded that there may be a need for a judicious and limited use of 

concrete where there are concentrated load points. 

He said that grants should be sought to cover the cost of experimenting with the best and most cost 

effective ways of carrying out repairs using existing materials. Advice should be sought from 

universities as well as from those working in similar or allied fields. He talked of auspicing social 

enterprises to train workers in laying techniques and of supplementing the manual handling of 

pitches by thoughtful mechanical applications. He stressed the need to retain skills in traditional 

laying techniques, but modernising these to save time, cost and stress on workers. 

He envisaged Moreland City Council making a name for itself in finding creative ways of retaining its 

bluestone, the largest and oldest network of bluestones in Australia, and setting an example for 

other municipalities to follow. 

Council, which takes pride in its environmental sensitivity, could break new ground and set an 

example for other municipalities by researching and experimenting with a revival of traditional 

methods of bluestone laying, which not only reflect contemporary WSUD principles, but also take 

into account the life cycle costs of maintenance. This would be consistent with Burra Charter 

3 II' c. I,' 



principles, Article 4.2' asserting that "traditional techniques and materials are preferred far the 

preservation of significant Fabric ..... " and with the views of the National Trust, which in its letter to 

the Mayor of Moreland' asserts that "the advantage of traditionally set bluestone pitchers (sic) is 

that they can settle, and any problems are localised and can easily be repaired." 

Other sources 

Other information is being sought from Rob Skinner Professorial Fellow at Monash Water for 

Liveability (research centre) and Dr Enda Crossin Program Director, Life Cycle Assessment at RMIT's 

Centre for Design. 

Michael Beahan 

January 2013 

, 
Burra Charter. p.3 

2 
letter from National Trust to Mayor of City of Moreland. May 7, 2012. 
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Olivia Wright 

From: Shannon Best 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Tuesday, 26 February 2013 3:14 PM 
Olivia Wright; Nerina Dilorenzo 
Andrew Mackinnon 

Subject: Bluestones - Peter Ytlrup 

Hi Olivia and Nerina, 

I spoke to Peter Yttrup for almost an hour and a half. It was a really interesting discussion and he had some useful 
points related to geomechanics, soil moisture and possible solutions that were more from discussion rather than a 
predetermined standpoint. Through the discussion it was clear that Peter is an expert in geomechanics including soil 
profiles and the impact of moisture on contraction and expansion. 

He is more theoretical (with clear practical links to experience in related areas) when it comes to bluestone pitcher 
laneway construction. He doesn't have particular experience on laneway projects or working with bluestones. 
However his ideas on the impact of soil moisture are worth keeping in mind when we design these. 

I'm putting together the discussion points now as they're in a format of my brain that others would probably find 
difficult to transiate. I'll send them through as soon as they're done. 

In short though, there was nothing he said that would greatly change our mode of thinking other than the possibility 
of having bluestone pitchers laid directly onto crushed rock in the main (to allow some moisture to pass in and out 
of the soil beneath) with concrete on the edges for stability due to the horizontal forces from the impact of power 
steering and vehicles now impacting on the laneways in a way not seen before (he acknowledged this impact). 

His thoughts are that no-one hilS done research that eives the answer on how to reconstruct blues\one pitcher 
Idneways and that experimentation is the key. His company would be keen to be involved from a soil testing and 
advice perspective. 

While he is very interesting I don't think it would be worth having him present to tbe CWG as his points on soil 
moisture are something we need to consider in the design on our roads and laneways in general. 

Thanks, 
Shannon 

Shannon Best 
Manager Capital Works Delivery I Moreland City Council 
90 Bell Street, Coburg 3058 I Locked Bag 10, Moreland 3058 
P:9240 1153 I M:0431 827440 I sbest@more!and.vic.gov.au 

From: Olivia Wright 
Sent: Tuesday, 26 February 2013 9:31 AM 
To: Shannon Best 
Subject: FW: External Expertise 

FYI 
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Thanks Shannon - hope you recover quickly. © 

Olivia Wright (nee Ryan) 
Manager Strategic Transport and Property 

Moreland City Council I 90 Bell Street Coburg VIC 3058 I Locked Bag 10 Moreland VIC 3058 
Ph: (03) 9240 2440 I M: 0419752634 I Website: www.moreland.vic.gov.au 

From: Michael Beahan [mailto:michaelbeahan@bigpond.comj 
Sent: Wednesday, 30 January 2013 11:42 AM 
To: Olivia Wright; Nerina Dilorenzo 
Subject: External Expertise 

Dear Olivia and Nerina, 

At the last meeting of the CWG it was agreed that, while the CWG will not have time to include inputs from external 
experts, individual members of the committee who have talked to external people whom they believe have useful 
information and points of view should send these contacts with information on their views to you and Nerina so that 
they might be considered in the context of the final report. 

Attached is a brief report on discussions with two people who fit into this category with references to two more I 
and perhaps others will be interviewing. 

Regards 

Michael 

Hen Michael Beahan AM 
310/1-3 Dods Street 
BRUNSWICK 
Victoria 3056 
Tel: 61 (0)3 9387 0301 
Fax: 61 (0)3 9387 0484 
Mob: 61 (0) 409 152 355 
Email: michaelbeahan@bigpond.com 
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Record of Telephone Discussion 
013/ 

Date: 

Called by: 

Interviewee: 

22-Feb-13 

Andrew Mackinnon 

James Charlwood 

Managing Director 

Cathedral Stone 

Phone Number: 

Background: 

Questions: 

This contact was forwarded by Michael Beahan, a member of the Bluestone Working 

Group, as a potential external expert. Michael was provided the opportunity to flag any 

specific questions he wanted asked. 

1 Can you describe your experience with laying or restoring bluestone laneways? 

None specifically. 

He has had experience in stone paving. 

2 What options or ideas could Council pursue in putting a plan in place to reconstruct its 

bluestone lane network. 

He'd look at the Melbourne City Council booklet on lanes 

He'd develop a methodology based on research (although he's not going to suggest a 

methodology as he's not coming from the perspective of being a contractor in this 

specific area) 

He'd look at permeability, as this is an important issue from a sustainability perspective. 

3 What are the specific things that are important 

Low cost 

Good life cycle 

Low maintenance, or ease of maintenance 

Practical from a labour sourcing perspective ("skill friendly") 

4 What are the specific technical things you can suggest to achieve this? 

Shaping and detail is an important skill area 

We should talk to our contractors 

It's not that complicated as there aren't that many methods 

5 What are the methods as you see them? 

Bedding method - the issue here is finding a method that fulfils engineering performance, 

is permeable, and can be maintained. Suggested stabilised aggregate. Said laying on 

packing sand would struggle to meet engineering performance requirements. 

Grouting - try and achieve permeability. 

Lines & levels - talked a bit about skill set 

shaping and dressing - talked a bit about skill set 




